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Race Results
1st GT3 lain Waugh
1st ITS Bill Hill
1st SpecRacer Tom Bryant
2nd SpecRacer Eric Inouye
3rd SpecRacer Howard Ruth
4th SpecRacer Lee Jensen
5th SpecRacer Koichi Suzuki
6th SpecRacer Dave Goto
1st FC Steven Lee
2nd FC Bob Sato
1st F Mir Gary Tamura
2nd F Mir Chris Messer
3rd F Mir Dave Bettencourt
4th F Mir Willian "Dozer" Filsinger
1st FF Tom Ito
2nd FF Steve Hirasuna
3rd FF Bill Clutter
4th FF Ray Smith
5th FF Tom Burke
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DECEMBER SOLO II CANCELLED
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Solo II
We are looking for a couple of volunteers to help

out during our autocross events. The areas we
need help are in tech inspection and registration.
A Solo II tech inspector is responsible for the

classification, and visual inspection of the cars for
safety and mechanical condition before the race.
The procedures are not difficult nor complicated.
The volunteer will be allowed to autocross for free
as compensation.
The registrar is one of our most important

positions. It requires an early arrival, and is
responsible for registration of drivers and visitors,
and handling driver applications and fees. Because
of the dedication involved, the volunteer will
receive monetary compensation.
If interested, please contact M.G. Lewis or Linsey

Akamu.

It has been brought to our attention that many
Solo racers have not been following our scheduled
heats. We have been lax in enforcing a two second
penalty for running out of heat without permission.
Wewill now enforce this penalty.
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The military will be using our area in December,
and we have no choice but to cancel the event.


